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diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other.

for the plane perpendicular to the vector 2i + 3i + 6k and

Ithe terminal point of the vector i+ f5 + 3k.

, ? are defined in terms of vectcrs 'e., b, c by

:(f) 
,

*0.

be expressed in the form r : (r. q) q+ (r. ll) !+ (r -l) e .
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(a) Define the foliowing terms:

i. gradieat of a scaiar field

ii. curl oi a vector field F.

Prove that

curl(@f) : g turlP + gradl n {.
ib) Explain what is meant by "conservative vector fierd,,.

' 
Show that

F: (4uy -3r222)g*2r2j -2r3zk
is conservatir,'e vector field. Find the scalar potential function 6
F:V@.

(c) Let a be a non-zero constant vecior and r be a position vector of a p
r:!rl, find Vfry)

-\ r5,/
Hence show that

VN t(#) 1:#

(a) If F: u ?.+ (r -2rz) J** ra ft, evaiuat, I fivnr) .nd,s,where

surface of the sphere 12 + a2 * 22 : o, uiol," i,lf" ,, plane.

(b) State the Green's Theorem in the plane.

Verif;r the Green's Theorem in the piane for

f"$r' 
* 8a\ d,r + (4y - 6ry) d,y,

where C is the ciosed curve of the region bounded by y : 12 and u2 :



on a smooth table is attached by a string passing through a small hole

fi.nd carries a particle B of equal mass hanging verticaily. The particle ,4

g the table at right angle io the string with velocity Qgn when at a

the hole. Here g is the gravitational acceieration and h is a constant.

of the particle ,4 from the hole at time t, prove the following:

/ a2\
(t-;/ +sta-r);

lLzr-.
4',

will be pulled up to the hole if the total iengih of the string is less

mo / 2a2 h\
string ir * { t + ::# f , where nz is the mass of each particle.

2 \ rr )'

plane with the velocity u and the tangent to the path of the

d with a fixed line in the plane. Prove tha'r the components
du

icle along the tangent and perpendicuiar to it are fi. and

hute is released from an aeroplane which is moving hor-

The parachute exerts a drag opposing motion which is k

, rvhere k is a constant. Negiecting the air resistance to

that if u is the veiocity of the body when its path is

izontal, then

;

Uo SeC 4'
" (sec tp * tan Q)k

body cannot iiave a vertical component of velocity



6' state the angurar rnomentum principle for motion of a particle.

I
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A pariicLe is projected horizontaliy along the
axis is vertical an<i vertex upv,,arcis. Find the
depth beiow the r,ertex. Shorv thai the particle

the vertex given -by

inner surface of a smcoth ccne,

pressure ai any pcini in terms

wili leave the cone at the depih

angie

{v2tf*\1/3
\9t"an2 a ) ,

where h is the initial depth, z is the initial veiocity and ry is rhe semi
c0ne.
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